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l At approxmately 2150 on July 22, 1984, while operating at 83% power, the Fort Calhoun
Station Unit No.1 received trip signals on, both "A" and "C" &annels of the Thermal
Margin Iiw Pressure (TMLP) reactor protective system trip circuits. Since the reactor
protective system acts to trip the reactor on a two-out-of-four dannel to trip logic,
the m actor subsequently tripped.

. Tripping of the "A" and "C" 1MLP trip channels of the RPS was initiated by noise spikes
y received by temperature loops feeding IMLP calculator inputs. These noise spikes oc-

'

curred while operating the Pmssurizer Quench Tank Vent Valve, liCV-155. .It is im-
portant to note that conditions whid would have legitimately caused a TMLP trip on4

,

"A" or "C" &annels, i.e., low pmssure on the Beactor Coolant System as evidenced
.

by a low pressurizer pressure signal, did not exist at the time of the trip.

( 1he following corrective measures were taken to alleviate the noise spikes on the
1MLP channel calculators: (1) noise suppressors were installed across the IICV-155

,

solenoid valve coil electrical leads and electrical leads of an associated control
relay and (2) administrative pontrols were established to bypass RPS &annels "A"

.f and "C" temperature inputs prior' to operating IICV-155. Mditional corrective
measures planned are described in the text.
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'At approximately 2150 on July 22, 1984, the Fort Calhoun Station was operating at the,

following levels: 83% power, 5360F reactor coolant cold leg temperature, and 2115 psi
reactor coolant pressure.'

We "A" and "C" DiLP channels tripped due to noise spikes received when IICV-155 was
operated. Actual DiLP conditions were not present at the tian of the trip.,

Following the reactor trip, specific temperature indicators were wrified to jump or
spike coincident with the cycling of IICV-155. Wese tenperature indicators are as-
sociated with temperaturn loops which feed input signals to the "A" and "C" 'IMLP
calculators. Subsequent troubleshooting revealed the noise problem to be initiating
in tenperature loop wire / cabling which travelled through control room panel CB-1/2/3.
In addition, it is important to' note the spiking problem associated with the cycling,

of IlCV-155 was intermitliant but consistently present when monitoring the temperature
input to the "C" channel 'IMLP calculator. Wat is, per every 15 cycles of IICV-155
significant spikes were recelved at the 'IMLP calculator input approximately 10-12
times. Ilowever, the spiking problem associated with the "A" channel TMLP calculator
temperature inputs could not be duplicated.

To alleviate the noise spikes on the "C" channel temperature inputs to the 'IMLP calcu-
lator, the follo' ing repair or corrective measures were undertaken: (1) noise sup-w
preasors were placed across the IICV-155 solenoid valve coil electrical leads and also
across the coil leads of a control relay associated with IICV-155. h is eliminated
the spiking problem induced into the temperature inputs to the "C" channel 'IMLP calcu-

,

lator when the liCV-155 valve was cycled "open" and decreased the magnitude of the
spike induced when the liCV-155 valve was closed; (2) administrative c:entrols were
initiated restricting the use of IICV-155, i.e., measures to ensure all trip units of
the "A" and "C" RPS channels affected by tegperature inputs are bypassed prior to
and while cycling IICV-155; (3) Modification Request MR-FC-84-139 has been initiated
to install capacitors at strategic locations in the reactor protective system 'IMLP
calculator. Wese capacitors will effectively eliminate any noise of the type re-
ceived by cycling IICV-155 prio'r to affecting the 'IMLP calculator or 'IMLP setpoints.

,

hese capacitors will be installed on temperature inputs to all four reactor pro-
tective system channels. ~,

mroughout the incident, the RPS was operable and fully capable of tripping the re-
actor on actual TMLP conditions, had it been required.

.

his is the first reportable occurrence concerning noise problems on the RPS which
caused a reactor trip.
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Omaha Public Power District
1623 Harney Omaha. Nebraska 68102

402/536 4000

August 21, 1984
FC-705-84
LIC-84-278

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
?ocument Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Reference: Docket No. 50-285

Gentlemen:

Licensee Event Report for
the Fort Calhoun Station

Please find attached Licensee Event Report 84-013 dated August 21,
1984. This report is being submitted per requirements of 10 CFR
50.73.

Sincerely,

d
R. L. Andrews.

Division Manager
Nuclear Production

RLA/jmm

Attachment

cc: Mr. Richard P. Denise, Director
Division of Resident, Reactor Project

& Engineering Programs
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region IV
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, Texas 76011

INPO Records Center
Mr. E. G. Tourigny, Project Manager

SARC Chairman
PRC Chairman
Mr. L. A. Yandell, Senior Resident

Inspector
Fort Calhoun File (2)
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